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Message from the Honourable
Minister for School Education, Punjab
A�er a lag of months due to COVID-19, the schools are reopening and academic
ac�vi�es are resuming in a phased manner across Punjab. The school closure
caused reduc�on in students contact �me in the current academic year resul�ng
in learning loss for children. This extraordinary situa�on called for a custom
designed approach in order to ensure that the remaining academic �me is
u�lized in the most eﬃcient manner.
I am pleased to announce that School Educa�on Department, Government of
Punjab has risen up to meet the challenge caused by the pandemic and
subsequent loss of valuable teaching and learning �me in schools. I appreciate
Punjab Curriculum and Textbook Board (PCTB) and Quaide-e-Azam Academy for
Educa�on Development (QAED) for outlining essen�al components of the
curriculum that merited priori�zed a�en�on and, developing comprehensive
support package for the teachers. I would also like to acknowledge the assistance
by PESP-II for this ini�a�ve by SED.
I earnestly hope that this eﬀort by the School Educa�on Department,
Government of the Punjab will signiﬁcantly help mi�gate the learning loss caused
to our children as a result of the COVID -19 outbreak.

Message from the
Secretary for School Education Department, Punjab
COVID-19 has been a signiﬁcant disrup�on for educa�onal ins�tu�ons, educators
and learners across public and private schools. The educa�onal ac�vi�es are
resuming and the learning loss due to shortened academic year is one of the
substan�ve challenges to be overcome.
In this regard, I would like to commend the eﬀorts of Punjab Curriculum and
Textbook Board (PCTB) and Quaide-e-Azam Academy for Educa�on Development
(QAED) for their eﬀorts to respond to this challenge. PCTB and QAED teams
worked �relessly to revisit the curriculum for iden�fying core learning objec�ves
for students for the remaining academic year; and outlining a roadmap to
mi�gate the loss of learning �me for the students. These are valuable
contribu�ons towards bringing the educa�on system back on track across
Punjab.
I would also like to thank PESP-II for extending necessary technical assistance in
making it happen. I sincerely hope that the eﬀorts of PCTB and QAED will help
mi�gate the learning loss caused by school closures, and help streamline the
learning trajectory of all the children in public sector schools.

Message from the Managing Director
Punjab Curriculum & Textbook Board, Lahore
The COVID-19 pandemic caused a serious disrup�on of educa�on ac�vi�es.
Being responsive to the challenge and to mi�gate the educa�onal loss PCTB has
developed a priori�zed list of academic topics for all grades up to secondary level.
To further support teachers in the eﬀec�ve delivery of teaching and learning
ac�vi�es in the classroom, PCTB is pleased to provide the academic calendar for
the remaining period for English and Mathema�cs for Grades 1 – 8 and Science
for grades 4 - 8. It provides complete list of textual chapters, topics and page
numbers along with curricular references of student leaning outcomes. This is
further augmented by the provision of daily lesson plans and student
worksheets.
I on behalf of my team would like to thank the honurable Minister and Secretary
School Educa�on Department, Government of the Punjab for their guidance and
support. I would like to express my gra�tude to the Director General,
Quaid-e-Azam Academy for Educa�on Development (QAED) for furnishing the
required support for this ini�a�ve. I must also appreciate PESP II technical
assistance team for their valuable support.
I sincerely hope that teachers will ﬁnd this academic calendar useful and it will
help them plan be�er and deliver more systema�cally.

Instructions for Teachers
We are pleased to share the academic calendar with you which is part of a
comprehensive response to dealing with the learning loss of students caused due
to COVID 19. The primary focus, while devising the response, has not only been
on developing a calendar but also on developing lesson plans that address
Student Learning Outcomes and allow teachers to help students discover
concepts and provision of support materials in the form of worksheets. Both
these documents will be shared with you on a rolling basis.
To ensure that the plan is executed in the best possible manner and that both
teachers and learners get the most out of the plans, it is suggested that �me to
each of the following domains is allocated as per the percentage given below:
•
Teaching 75%
•
Assessment 15%
•
Reinforcement 10%
We strongly urge you to follow the sequence given in the calendar and plan your
lessons well in order to ensure that you are able to make up for the lost �me of
students.
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GRADE 3
ENGLISH

Grade 3

Academic Calendar
Month: October
Chapter/Unit Name

5

6

7

Number of Periods: 27
Topic/Sub-topic

Nouns

Adjectives

Verbs

SLO
Demonstrate use of some
nouns from immediate and
extended environment.
Recognize naming words as
nouns.
Identify describing words as
adjectives. Use adjectives of
quantity, quality, size and
colour.
Recognize doing words as
verbs. Use action verbs in
speech and writing.

Pronouns

20 & 21

22-24

25-26

Use Present Continuous Tense
for describing activities and for
actions taking place at the time
of speaking.
Use simple past tense for
completed action, with or
without the mention of
specific time.
Recall substitution words
learnt earlier.

8

Textbook Page No

Recognize substitution words
as pronouns.

(27 for
reinforcement)

28-29
Worksheet for
reinforcement

Identify and use pronouns in
sentences.
Assessment
Reinforcement
Month: November

Number of Periods: 25

Chapter/Unit Name

Topic/Sub-topic

10

Prepositions

11

Sentences

SLO

Textbook Page No

Demonstrate use of some
34-36
words showing position.
Use capitalization according to
rules learnt earlier.
37- 38
Worksheet on
Write sentences of their own
correct, punctuation
using correct capitalization,
and spellings
punctuation and spellings.

07
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12

Use punctuation according to
rules learnt earlier.
Questions

39-40
Recognize and use a question
mark at the end of a question.
Recognize the function of
different question words to
write short answers.

13

Helping others

Recognize substitution words
as pronouns. Identify and use
pronouns in sentences.
(reinforcement)

41-43, 46-49

Articulate and identify words
containing digraphs and trigraphs in initial, middle and
final position.
Assessment
Reinforcement
Month: December
Chapter/Unit Name

14

15

Number of Periods: 26
Topic/Sub-topic

Respect for Elders

SLO
Apply strategies to
comprehend questions for
appropriate response by
marking key words, verbs and
tenses in a variety of the
following question types:
o Factual
o Personal response
o Interpretive

Textbook Page No

50-52

Read aloud for accurate
reproduction of sounds of
letters and words.
Recognize general naming
words as common nouns and
particular naming words as
proper nouns.
Self, People, Places

58- 60
Classify nouns as common and
proper nouns (names of
people, pets, places, holidays,
etc.).

08
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16

How to stay safe

Apply critical thinking to
interact with text using
intensive reading strategies
(while-reading) to :
o locate specific factual
information to answer
short questions based
on the text.

68-71

Recognize and use apostrophe
to show possessions and
exclamation mark to show
strong feelings.
Assessment
Reinforcement
Month: January
Chapter/Unit Name

Number of Periods: 26
Topic/Sub-topic

SLO

Textbook Page No

Recognize the function of
different question words to
write short answers.

18

Gender Equality

Use appropriate vocabulary
and tense to write a simple
guided paragraph by
giving general physical
description of a person/
object.
Use appropriate expressions in
conversation to articulate,
recognize and use some
formulaic expressions to:
offer and respond to
greetings.
express regret.

09

85-90
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22

Apply strategies to
comprehend questions for
appropriate response by
marking key words, verbs and
tenses in a variety of the
following question types:
o Factual
o Personal response
o Interpretive

Keeping the
environment clean

127-130

Demonstrate use of subject verb agreement according to
person and number
Assessment
Reinforcement
Month: February

Number of Periods: 15

Chapter/Unit Name

Topic/Sub-topic

SLO

24

Famous personalities

Recognize function of simple
wh forms used in questions.
Recognize function of simple
wh forms used in questions.

Textbook Page No
141-143

Make simple sentences by
using SV (subject + verb) and
SVO (subject + verb + object)
pattern.
25

Nationhood/National
Pride

Use Simple Present Tense for
habitual actions and for
timeless and universal
statements.
Recognize that action takes
place in time (Present, past or
future). Tense indicates time of
action.

Assessment
Reinforcement

10

144-150
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12

Grade 3

Academic Calendar

13

Grade 3

Academic Calendar

2021

14

Grade 3

Academic Calendar

2021

15

Standard Opera�ng Procedure
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